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The Stirling number of the second kind, S(n, k), enumerates the ways that n 
distinct objects can be stored in k non-empty indistinguishable oxes. When k 
is restricted to a given residue class modulo t~, the moments of the distribution 
S(n, k) have properties associated with the Olivier functions of order t~ evaluated 
at 1 and --1. The simplest example is Dobinski's formula for the Bell number 
B. = ~ S(., k) = e-~ ~ ~'~/.~! 
k--O ,~-0 
The treatment is based on combinatorial rguments and umbral calculus. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The Stirling number of  the second kind, which we denote by S(n, k), 
can be defined verbally as the number of ways that n distinct objects can 
be stored in k non-empty indistinguishable boxes. Thus S(4, 2 )= 7 
because (A, B, C, D) can be stored in two boxes in the following 7 ways 
(AB)(CD), (AC)(BD), (AD)(BC), 
(A)(BCD), (B)(ACD), (C)(ABD), (D)(ABC). 
I t  is more tradit ional .to define S(n, k) explicitly by 
k! S(n,k) = AkO ~' = ~ (- -1)  k-i i 
or indirectly by 
~S(n ,  k) x(x -- l ) (x  - -  2) ""  (x  - -  k + 1) = x ~. 
k=0 
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s(n, o) = s(o, k) = 0 (nk ~ O) 
s(o, o) = i. 
S(n,k)=O for k>n.  
The numbers S(n, k) appear in many ways in combinatorial analysis. 
A table by Francis L. Miksa giving S(n, k) for 1 ~ k ~< n ~< 25 may be 
found in [1, p. 835]. Their basic properties are set forth on p. 824 of the 
same source. 
The sum 
B~ -= ~ s(n, k) 
I~=0 
is called the n-th Bell number. It is the total number of ways that n objects 
can be stored in an unrestricted number of boxes and it too appears in 
many connections. B~ is the number of possible equivalence relations 
among n elements, the number of decompositions of the integer 
P l  i02 . . . .  P~ 
into coprime factors, the number of permutations of n marks with ordered 
cycles, the number of rhyming schemes for stanzas of n verses, etc. 
A bibliography of B, appears in [2]. A table of B~ for n = 0(1) 51 by 
Miksa is given in [3]. It begins 
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
B~ 1 1 2 5 15 52 203 877 4140 21147 
Instead of permitting an unrestricted number of boxes we can require 
that number of boxes be congruent to p modulo/.t in any distribution of 
the n objects. The total number of ways of meeting this requirement is
then 
B.(m p) = F, S(., k~ + p), 
k=0 
p = o(1)~-  1. 
Thus B~ = B~(1, 0) and if an odd number of boxes is required we get 
B~(2, 1). We define B,(/x, p ~= pt) to be B,(/x, p). 
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We may wish to levy a tax on the number of boxes used in a distribution. 
If  the tax on the use of k boxes is proportional to k m for some non-negative 
integer m, the taxes paid in all B,~(l~, p) distributions i  determined by 
B(~)(. o) = y, kmS( , k), 
k~o(modM 
which can be described as a multisectioned moment of the Stirling numbers 
of the second kind. We have, of course, 
B(~O)(/x, p) = B,(/x, e). 
To study this numerical function of four parameters it is convenient to 
introduce the so-called exponential polynomial 




t~=x- -  
dx '  
and the Olivier function 
¢(x; e) = xk/Ic ! (2) 
k=o 
k ~o(raod~) 
The notation in (1) is that of Riordan [4] and we follow him in employing 
the umbral calculus of Blissard and Lucas when convenient. For checking 
purposes we give the first half dozen exponential polynomials, incidentally 
giving S(n, k) for k = l(1)n, n = l(1)5: 
ao(X) = 1, 
a l (x  ) = X, 
a2(x) = x -q- x ~, 
az(x) = x q- 3x 2 -t- x 3, 
a4(x) = x + 7x ~ ÷ 6x ~ + x ~, 
as(x) = x + 15x 9' -I- 25x 3 + lOx 4 q- x 5. 
2. EXPONENTIAL POLYNOMIALS UNDER o q 
If, after a distribution of n objects into k boxes has been made, a new 
object Z is introduced, it can be accommodated ither by stuffing it into 
any one of the k boxes or by commandeering one of the boxes for Z's 
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exclusive use and redistributing the n old objects into the k -- 1 remaining 
boxes. Thus we have the well-known recurrence 
S(n + 1, ~) = ~S(n, ~) + S(n, ~: -- 1). (3) 
vqa.(x) = a.+l(x) -- xa.(x). THEOREM l .  
Proof. 
tSa.(x) -- a.+l(x) + xa.(x) 
- ~ x~{kS(n, k) -- S(n + 1, k) + S(n, k -- 1)) 
1~=0 
By (3), this is identically zero. Since al(--x) = - -x  we can restate Theo- 
rem 1 in umbral calculus notation as 
v~a.(x) = a'~(x)(a(x) + a(--x)). 
This is the case for m = 1 of the following: 
THEOREM 2. tgma.(x) = a~(x)(a(x) + a(--x)) ~'. 
Proof. Writing out explicitly the right member, what we need to 
prove is 
v=0 
The theorem is trivial for m = 0 and it is already proved for m = 1. The 
induction from m to m + 1 uses Theorem 1 and the recurrence 





:- ~ a.+l+m_~(x) as(--x) l ( s -  1) -+- ( )I" s=O S 
"a :to .*a ld!sosqns aql r/= a j! ao r/== fot! ~ql saleo!pu! qs~p aq~ o:[aq~ 
(t) 
(:re9) D, ' .... ~./' td 
71 
lag oA~ (~) jo ap[s lqg!a aql uo ~ ,~q ~u!l~3:mdo 
• ('s ..... ~s '.[ + us) = ('s ..... ~+~s 'l- ~s' ~-~s ..... ~s' ~s :u 0 7( 
r/ 
'(~) Jo uoilezwaaua~ aql pue 'I maaoaqJ.. 1Iio. U 
(9) (~x)~vx~ - (x~)>~v = (x~)~ve 
paau aM "E ma~oaq& olO leti1 s~ uJol113d 
awes aql S~AO|IO J JooM aql. "lua!atNaoa Ie.~moutllnm Bu.~puodsaaaoa aria st 
(~) 
iu/ 
~u!pg:t~ap pug maaoaq~ Ie.tmou.nlnm aq~ ~q runs aq:~ ltu.tpuedx~[ 
• ~,I(x~)v ~I (x)~ = (x)~t~? 
a~aq~A pu~ 
q0!qAs a0J 
('td ' .... ~d ' td) = d 
sxo~olu.~ oA!le~au-uou joS~01OaA lie Jaho s[ uo.~l~mmns aql oaaqAs 
t=~ (.0 
k I--rl ! 
u.tm, qo o?a sld!.tosqns m s~uauodxo 
"fooad 
'(r//!,,~)dxa =
la l pUl) .¢o.~aju.l up aq i .< rl la 7 
ua~ll 
:~u[~oIIo J oql jo ~ = ,4 
aoj asia oql s! maaoaq~ s!q& "(17) ~q palaldtuoo s~ A~ou dals uo!lonpu.t aq& 
t:HNH~H ~IE 
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must be increased by n. The contribution to the inner sum made by the 
second term in the square bracket is precisely zero because it is 
- -X  E~X E v 
'=  v=l  
and the sum of all the roots of x" - -  1 = 0 is zero when bt > 1. Collecting 
the coefficients of remaining products we have 
, j 
Z 1-[ a~,(e x) (m; sa, s2 .... , & - l ,  s~ -- 1, s~+l ,..., s,), 
(s) j= l  v=l  
where sl q- s~ q- ... q- s, = m q- 1. By (7) the induction is complete. 
The property of the/ , - th roots of unity used above will be often exploited 
in what follows in the form 
~-1 l l, if a ~ b (mod/~), 
/,-1 ~ ~.(~-~) = 8 J  = 0, otherwise. 
v=0 
The name exponential polynomial suggests that a,~(x) is connected with 
e ~. Though it is not the reason for the name, there is a simple connection 
given in 
THEOREM 4. ~m(eX) = a,~(x) e ~. 
Proof .  The theorem is trivial for m = 0. I f  true for m = n, by Theo- 
rem 1 we have 
v~'~+l(e°9 = ~(an(x)  e ~) = {~(a.(x)) + xa,~(x)} e~ = an+~(x) e °: 
so the induction f rom n to n q- 1 is complete. 
As a corollary, setting x = 1 and using (1) and the definition of  B,~ 
we get 
A'~/)! = eBb,  (8) 
~=0 
a formula of Dobinski [5]. 
3. DOB1NSKI TYPE FORMULAS FOR Bm(/z , p) 
To obtain the extension of  Dobinski 's formula (8) to Bm(/z, p) we need 
two simple lemmas concerning Olivier's function: 
58za/I5/z-7 
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t~--i LEMMA 1. ¢(X;/z, p) =/~-1 ~-~=o e-v°e'VX. 
Proof. The right-hand side is 
co ~ ~--I 
a~o x /~-~ -2 Z e(~-~, = Z x~/A! = ¢(x; ~, p). 
= v=0 A ~p(mod~)  
LEMMA 2. Let A = A(x) = {a~/x)} (i, j ~-- 0(1)/z -- 1) be the ix × iz 
eirculant matrix in which 
aij : aij(x) : ~(x;/~, i - -  j). 
Then A(x) and A(--x) are mutually inverse. 
Proof. The general element of the product A(x) A(--x) is given by 
2 ai~(x) a~(--x) = ~ ¢(x;/A i -- s) ¢(--x;/~, s -- j). 
s=O s=O 
By Lemma 1 this is 
s=0 v=0 ~-=0 
~- ].6-2 E E i"+JTeX( . . . . .  ) E Es(v-'r) 
V,T 8~0 
u--1 
= ~--1 E Ev(J--i) --~- ~iJ" 
THEOREM 5. ~h=--p(modtz) ~m/~t! ~-1 = E,=o ¢(1;/z, p -- r) B~(/~, r). 
Proof. If in Theorem 4 we replace x by e"x, multiply both sides by 
e -"~, and sum over v we get 
~-1  ~--I 
Z e'°~'~(e~v=)  E a,.(ex)~-~oe ~.
v=O v=O 
The left-hand side is, by Lemma 1, 
~a~C(x; ~, p) = ~ ~ ;~x~/;~! 
~o(mod~)  
The right-hand side of (9) is, by (1), 




S(m, qtL + r) x q"+r ~ e~(*-°)e ~v~. 
~=o ~=o ~=o (11) 
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By Lemma 1 the inner sum is/x~(x;/z, p -- r). Putting x ----- i we obtain 
from the definition of  Bm(/z, r) 
t~ ~ B~(t~, r) 4(1; ~, p --  ~). 
~"~0 
Equating this to the result of  putting x = 1 in (10) gives the theorem. 
Theorem 5 generalizes Dobinski's formula regarded as a method of  
summing the infinite series on the left. I f  we regard the infinite series 
~o(rnod~) 
as known, we can invert the result of Theorem 5 to give a formula for 
B~@, e). 
THEOREM 6. am(/*, p) = E~=o ~b(-- 1;/z, p -- r) cr~(/z, r). 
Proof. Let u = (Uo, Ul .... , u,_l) be the vector for which 
u; = B~(t~, j )  
and v = (v0, vx ..... v,_0 be the vector for which 
Then Theorem 5 asserts that 
v~ = ~,,@,j).  
Au=v 
where A = A(1) of  Lemma 2. Inversely, by Lemma 2, 
where A -1 = A(--1). That is, 
tz--1 
Bm(m p) = ~ 4(--  1; ~, t' -- r) ~,~(~, r). 
To illustrate Theorems 5 and 6, consider the simplest extension of  
Dobinski's formula (8), namely,/~ = 2. The Olivier functions in this case 
are the hyperbolic functions cosh(x) and sinh(x). For brevity, put 
c = cosh(1) = 1.543080635, s = sinh(1) = 1.175201194. 
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Then Theorem 5 gives 
~m(2, 0 )= ~ (2~)"~ a=o (2A)! -- eBm(2, O) q- sBm(2, 1,, 
cr,~(2, 1) = ~ (2A + 1) m __ sB~(2, O) + eBb(2, 1). 
a=o (2A + 1)! 
Inversely Theorem 6 gives 
am(z, o) = c~m(2, o) - s~m(2, 1), 
Bin(2, 1) = --sa~(2, 0) + cam(2, 1). 
Thus, for m = 10, B~o(2, 0) = 58194, B~o(2 , 1) : -  57781, so 
a,o(2, 0 )= ~ (2A)*° a=o (2)0! = 58194e -~ 57781s = 157702.3346, 
(rlO(2 , 1) = ~ (2~ + 1) *0 a=o (2A + 1)! -- 57781c + 58194s = 157550.4004. 
4. APPLICATION TO B~(k~. p) 
For our next results we need two known lemmas whose proofs are 
found in [6, p. 263]: 
~Z 
LEMMA 3. an+l(x) :- x ~s,~=o a~(x)(~). 
LEMMA 4. The polynomials a~(x) are generated by 
e ~(~*-l) = ~ a,~(x)t'Tn! = e~(% 
n=0 
For a little more generality we introduce the multisectioned polynomial 




as(l; i f ,  p) = B~(ff, p). 
The polynomials as(x; if, p) are generated by 
¢(x(e ~ --  1); if, p) = e ~<~,",~). 
(12) 
(13) 
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Proof I f  in Lemma 4 we replace x by e"x, multiply by Ix-ae -o", and 
sum over v, we get in view of Lemma 1 
¢(x(e * -  1); Ix, p) = Ix-~ ~ c~e °"'(~'-') 
v~0 
__ tn  Ix - I  
- .=o ~.. ~=o~ a.(E~x) ~-°~ 
_ ~ tnk~=0 n-1 -- ~=o t~. = S(n, k) XkIx -1 v=OE v(k--P) 
~on!  k=o 
t n 
= Z ~. an(x; Ix, p) = e ta(~;",°'. 
¢¢=0 
COROLLARY. The numbers B,(Ix, p) are generated by 
q~(e t -- 1;/~, p) = e tB(","). 
Proof We set x = 1 in Theorem 7 and use (12). We can use Theorem 7 
to obtain the following recurrence for as(x; Ix, p). 
THEOREM 8. 
an+l(x; IX, p )= x(1 + a(x; IX, p))n-- ~ (;)ak(x; Ix, p - -1 ) .  
Ic~O 
Proof I f  we differentiate (2) we find 
d du 
)7  ¢(u; ~, p) - -  ¢(u; Ix, p - 1 ) )7 .  
Putting u ----- x(e t -- 1) and differentiating (13) gives 
xet¢(x(e ~- -  1);/z, p - -  1) = ~ a,~+~(x; IX, p) t~/n]  
n=O 
By Theorem 7 the left side of (14) is 
(14) 
~=o t~a ~ a~(x; 1)t~/m! ~ (1 + a.(x; IX, p 1))"t~/n! M I x 'P  - -  = - -  
(15) 
Identifying the coefficients of t"/n! in (14) and (15) gives the theorem. 
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COROLLARY. 
B~+l(/x, p )= (1 + B( l~,p - -  1)) ~= i ( ; )B~(Ix 'P - 1). 
k=0 
Proof .  We set x = 1 in Theorem 8 and use (12). 
As an example, this corollary can be used to generate a table of B~(4, p) 
beginning as follows 
n B~(4, 0) B.(4, 1) B,~(4, 2) B~(4, 3) 
0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 
2 0 1 1 0 
3 0 1 3 I 
4 1 1 7 6 
5 10 2 15 25 
6 65 16 32 90 
7 350 141 84 302 
8 1702 1051 393 994 
9 7806 6953 2901 3487 
10 34855 42571 23339 15210 
Thus the entry B8(4, 2) = 393 is obtained from 
(B(4, 1 )+ 1)7= 141 + (~)16 + (~)2  + (73)+ (I)-I-(75)-I-(76). 
5. THE MULTISECTIONED MOMENT 
We turn now to the multisectioned moment function 
p) = S(., k) k 
k ------D(modu) 
We first establish a recurrence formula. 
THEOREM 9. B (m+x)(" .~ ~_ • (m)( .  __ m ( s )B  n~n (s)(~,p ,~, m -~+1~,  p) Z~0 - 1). 
Proof .  I f  we operate with ~'~ on both sides of  (13) we obtain 
cO n 
tg~¢(x(e' --  1);/~, p) = ~ x~?t~(e * - -  1)a/;~! = ~.~ 
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Setting x = 1 gives 
- -  n~.. D~ t/~, p). (16) 
Differentiating once with respect o t we have 
E A~+I{( e ' -  1) ~ -F (e ' - -  1)a-x}/A! -: ~ t~ ,~(~n), ~.  ~+lt tz ,  p)- 
,~ =--p n=0 " 
Using (16) with m replaced by m + 1 we have 
.=o  n: P) ÷ Z (e' - -  1)~-1/~mt(;  - -  1)!  : Z ~** n+l  (/'~' P)" 
A ~p n=0 
Replacing A by r q- 1 in the second sum it becomes 
(e'--1)'Q~ ° ( r~) r ' ) /H  = ~ (n ; )  ~ t" ,~(.), 1), 
. . . .  1 = S=0 n=0 H I  z ln  I /~ ,  O - -  
where we have used (16) with m = s. Identifying coefficients of thin! 
gives the theorem. 
The case of m = 0 is particularly simple. Here we have 
B(~)(/z, O) = B.+t(/z, p) -- B.(/z, p -- 1). (17) 
Using (17) and Theorem 9 we have also 
B(~)(/~, p) = B.+2(/~ , p) - -  2B.+~(/z, p -- l) --  B.(/x, p --  1) -k Bn(/z, p -- 2). 
In general we have 
THEOREM 10. Let E and R be operators defined by 
= B (~) / E(B,~'~)(I~, p)) .+IU z, P), 
R(B(.~)(m p)) = B( f (~,  p --  1). 
Let ~b~(E, R) be the polynomial defined by 
4,o(E, R) = 1, 
~+1 ~ ~+~(E,  R) = e~ - R(1 + ~)-,. (18) 
Then 
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Proof. For m = 0 the theorem is trivial. For m = 1 since ~bl(E, R) = 
E -  R the theorem is a restatement of (7). The induction from m to 
rn + 1 follows from Theorem 9 and (18). 
The polynomials ~b~(E, JR) may be computed recursively for (18) and 
tabulated as follows: 
~o(E, R) = l, 
~(E ,  R) = E -- R, 
~b~(E, R) = E ~ --  2ER -+- R 2 --  R, 
~(E ,  R) = E 3 --  3E2R -k 3ER 2 --  R 3 --  3ER -k 3R 2 --  R. 
I f  we change variables setting 
E = 7" -  U, R = - -U,  ~.(E, R) = t? . ( r ,  V), (19) 
then the expression f2~(T, U) is more compact: 
~0(T, U) = 1, 
~'21(T ~U) = T~ 
£22(T, U) = T2+ U, 
Y2a(T , U )= T 3 + 3TU + U, 
04(r, U) = T ° + 6T~U + 4TU -q- 3U 2 + U, 
~Qs(T, U) = T 5 q- 10TaU + IOT2U + 15TU 2 -t- 57TU -t- 10U ~ + U, 
£2n(T, U) = T 6 + 15T4U -t- 20T3U + 45T2U ~ + 15T2U -t- 60TU 2 + 6TU 
+ 15U 8+25U 2+ U, 
g27(T, U) = T 7 q- 21T~U -t- 35T4U + 105TzU 2 -t- 35T3U -t- 210T2U 2 
+ 21T2U + 105TU z -}- 175TU 2 + 7TU -I- 105U 3 
+ 56U 2 + U. 
The general formula for g2,(T, U) is 
T~ U~2+ ...+a~ 
tL(T, u) = ~! Z ~!  (1!)~ %! (2!)~ ... ~,! (n!)~ '
where the summation extends over integers c~i >~ 0 for which 
~1+2~+3c~ a+' ' '+n~n =n-  
In fact we have 
£2,(T, U) = Yn(T, U, U, .... U), 
where Y~(X1, X~ ..... Xn) is the Bell polynomial (see [4, p. 173]). 
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6. DOBINSKI-TYPE FORMULAS FOR THE MOMENT FUNCT1ON 
We can now extend Dob insk i ' s  fo rmula  and Theorem 6 to the numbers  
B'.m~6~, p). 
THEOREM 11. The number B~m)(t,, p) is the following linear combination 
of the infinite series cr~(t*, p) (p = 0(1)/z - -  1): 
tz--1 
B(m)(/z, P) - -  Z 4 ( - -1 ; / z ,  v) ~b~(E, R) cr~(/z, p - -  v). 
v=0 
Proof. Theorem 6 may be writ ten 
tz--1 
B.(/~, p) = ~ 4( - -  1 ;/~, v) a.(/~, p - -  v). 
v~0 
Operat ing  on both  sides by ~b~(E, R) and using Theorem 10 gives the 
theorem. 
As  an example of  Theorem 11 we take 
m=l ,  / z=2,  p=l .  
Then ~b~(E, R) = E - -  R so that  
B(2)(2, 1) = (cosh l){crn+~(2 , 1) - -  a,~(2, 0)} 
- -  (sinh 1){oL,~+a(2, 0) - -  a , (2 ,  1)}. 
As another  example  we have 
B~)(4, 2) = eo{a,+~(4, 0) - -  a , (4 ,  0)} 
- -  el{a,~+x(4, l) - -  or,(4, 1)} 
+ c~{~.+~(4, 2) - ~.(4, 2)} 
+ c3{~.+1(4, 3) - ~.(4, 3)}, 
where 
Co = e -1 q- sin 1 - -  cos 1 = .6690481201, 
cl = e -1 q- sin 1 + cos 1 = 1.7496527319, 
c2 = e -1 - -  sin 1 + cos 1 = .0667107623, 
e4 = - -e  -1 q- sin 1 q- cos 1 = 1.0138938495. 
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